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ABSTRACT

The Museums of Science and Technology in Islam in Frankfurt and Istanbul exhibit many mathematical and optical instruments. One of them is an
instrument to solve Alhazens problem to find reflection points in curved mirrors. The instrument is attributed to Leonardo da Vinci. This article is
about mathematics, geometry and optics but also about the history of optics (Ibn al-Haytham). The article also looks at the true inventor of the
instrument displayed in the museum and what Leonardo da Vinci really did.
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ÖZ

Frankfurt ve İstanbul’daki İslam Bilim ve Teknoloji Tarihi Müzelerinde matematik ve optik alanlarına dair birçok alet sergilenmektedir. Bunlardan
birisi de el-Hazen’in kavisli aynalardaki yansıma noktalarını bulmasını sağlayan bir alettir. Bu alet Leonardo da Vinci’ye atfedilmektedir. Bu makale
matematik, geometri ve optik hakkında olmasına rağmen aynı zamanda optik tarihiyle de ilgilidir (İbn el-Heysem). Makale aynı zamanda bu aletin
müzede gösterilen asıl mucidinin kim olduğu ve Leonardo da Vincinin de gerçekte ne icat ettiği üzerinde duracaktır.
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Introduction
This article is about an amazing instrument in the Museums of Science and Technology in Islam in Frankfurt and
Istanbul. This instrument combines the scientific traditions of the Islamic world and Western Europe. According to the
catalogue, it was designed by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) to solve the famous problem of Alhazen (Ibn al-Haytham,
965-1039) on reflection in spherical mirrors. The instrument is a practical solution, by a brilliant inventor and painter, for
a theoretical problem by a mathematician and scientist.
A drawing and notes on the instrument are found in Leonardo da Vinci’s manuscripts. In the 1930s, Roberto Marcolongo
first published about the instrument in an obscure Italian journal. It was Prof. Dr. Fuat Sezgin who again drew attention
to the instrument and constructed a model for his museums. In 2015 I prepared a workshop on the instrument for the
summer school of the Prof. Dr. Fuat Sezgin Research Foundation in Istanbul. Since then, the workshop has been given a
number of times in the Netherlands.
This article tells the story behind the workshop and makes the workshop material available. In the coming years, I
expect to develop more workshops on the experiments of Ibn al-Haytham.
I wish to thank the Prof. Dr. Fuat Sezgin Research Foundation for their support and all participants at the workshop
for their interest and useful remarks. The article is dedicated to the memory of Prof. Dr. Fuat Sezgin. For the occasion
of the symposium, this article has been translated into Turkish and printed by the Bursa Science and Technology Center.
The E-book is a gift for all Turkish participants who enjoyed our workshops.

1. A Remake from Cardboard and Four Brass Fasteners
The Museum of the History of Science and Technology in Islam is situated in the heart of historical Istanbul, in
Gülhane Park, next to Topkapi Palace. Inside, there is an interesting collection of medical, nautical, optical, astronomical
and mathematical instruments. It is a wonderful collection of human ingenuity in Islamic civilization. The collection is
documented with utmost scientific care. The catalogue contains clear images for each object and references to scientific
literature in which the historical information is substantiated. The catalogue is published in multiple volumes in beautiful
hardcover books in different languages (French, German, English, and Turkish).
The collection also includes objects from Western Europe in which the influence of Islamic civilization is evident. One
of these objects is an instrument attributed to Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). The instrument solves the optical “problem
of Alhazen” (Ibn al-Haytham, 965-ca. 1041 CE), namely: to find the reflection of an object in a concave or convex mirror
in cases where the positions of the eye and the object are known. The instrument is akin to the modern pantograph or the
drawing monkey. Even today, in the computer age, this instrument is still a useful didactic tool.
The underlying principle of this instrument is based on elementary physics and mathematics. The problem is intriguing,
and the solution is surprising. The instrument is attractive because it can be easily made from a cut-out worksheet and four
brass fasteners. It is suitable for a practical, cross-curricular educational activity in mathematics, physics, and art. In the
museum, the instrument is made of bronze. See the following reproduction of the two pages from the English catalogue
on the instrument.
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Figure 1: Sezgin, F. (2010). Science and Technology in Islam, vol 3 pp 185, Frankfurt am Main, Institut für Geschichte der
Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften an der Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität.

2. Research to Develop New Workshops
In recent years I have had the unique opportunity of visiting Prof. Dr. Fuat Sezgin in his Institute for the History of
Arabic-Islamic Science at the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University in Frankfurt am Main. Professor Sezgin encouraged me
in my research to develop new workshops about instruments in his museum. He allowed me to investigate the instruments,
to make detailed measurements, and to take pictures from every angle. After each visit, I went home with hundreds of
pictures, scans, and photocopies of books. In this way, I was able to create affordable reproductions with a cost of less
than ten euros. In my workshops, I use very simple prototypes made from cardboard, metal or wood which the audience,
consisting of adults and children, can touch or even try. During the workshops, the participants use a cut-out paper model
to create a copy of the instrument for themselves. From 2012 onwards, I have presented these workshops in the annual
Istanbul summer school, organized by the Prof. Dr. Fuat Sezgin Research Foundation for the History of Science in Islam,
which provides a venue for scholars and students to attend and perform workshops and to exchange ideas. Since 2016
I and my team of Turkish students were invited to do our workshops at the Turkish Airlines Science Expo in Bursa, the
Science Festival in Konya and at AstroFests in Bursa, Uludağ.
Professor Sezgin was very serious about language skills. He insisted that I should learn as many languages as possible.
The catalogue of instruments of his Institute contains references to many articles and books written in a variety of languages
such as German, French, Italian, Spanish, Turkish, Arabic and English (and manuscripts in Latin and Arabic of course).
So, I tried to master all these foreign languages. Professor Sezgin encouraged me to check these references. He told me
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that I should not rely on authority, and should not copy conclusions drawn by others, but should verify things myself by
my own study and by making my own prototypes of instruments. For this instrument, attributed to Da Vinci, I followed
the trail back to its roots and as usual, there were interesting surprises.
In my opinion, every instrument in the Istanbul Museum deserves attention because their stories have not yet been
fully unraveled. It was Professor Sezgin’s mission to make the Islamic scientific heritage known to a wider audience.
Attending and developing workshops on instruments is one way of contributing to that goal.

3. The Same Problem in Different Areas
I will now outline the “problem of Alhazen’’ which is solved by the instrument of Leonardo da Vinci. Originally it was
a problem in optics but it can also be expressed in other equivalent ways unrelated to optics. Here, the same problem is
stated in four different wordings.
(1) A swimmer who observes the rule that he has to touch the edge of a circular swimming pool before picking up the
ball would say: given my position and the position of the ball, where should I touch the edge to minimize my swimming
distance?
(2) A physicist would say: given a concave or convex mirror, the position of a light source and the position of the eye
of the observer, at which points in the mirror will the eye see the light source? Note that the word points is in the plural.
This is the way in which Ibn al-Haytham posed the problem.
(3) A sportsman would say: given a round billiard table, the position of a cue ball and the position of an object ball, to
which point on the billiard’s cushion should you hit the cue ball to hit the object ball after one touch of the billiard cushion?
(4) A mathematician would say: given a plane with two points, labeled the eye and the light source, and given a circle
(or a more general curve), at which points on the curve is the angle between the tangent to the circle or curve and the line
from the eye to the point on the curve equal to the angle between that same tangent and the line from the light source to
the point on the circle or curve?
In all wordings of the problem, an essential element is the law stating that the angle of incidence must be equal to the
angle of reflection. Until the 19th century most attention was paid to circular objects because in geometry the circle has
many nice features, and finding the points on the circle was difficult enough. This article deals with the optical version
of the problem, but the reader is free to choose a different approach.

Figure 2: In each case, there is a tangent line and the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.

4. History
The history of this problem is centuries old. Claudius Ptolemaeus Alexandria (±100 - ±160), famous for his astronomical
work the Almagest, wrote about a special case of this problem in his Optics. In the eleventh century, Ibn al-Haytham (965
- ±1041) wrote in a comprehensive and original way about reflection. He showed by experiments that light rays reach
our eye from the object. This may sound obvious to us, but his predecessors were stuck to the idea that the eye emits
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rays scanning the objects. For Ibn al-Haytham, it was absurd to suppose that something flowing out of the eye would be
capable of filling the whole universe as soon as we open our eyes.
In his great Optics, Ibn al-Haytham studied reflections of light rays in plane mirrors and also in spherical, cylindrical
and other concave or convex mirrors. He found a general solution to the “problem of Alhazen”. But his solution is not easy.
He wrote in the Arabic language of his time and argued in a geometrical way, which can be difficult for us because he used
a long succession of proofs based upon triangles, circles, and proportions. In the twelfth century, his Optics was translated
into Latin, and his name al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham was Europeanized to Alhazen or Alhacen. This is why modern Western
scholars call the problem about finding points of reflections the problem of Alhazen. For more information about the history
of the problem and the problem itself, see (Nazif, 1942), (Lohne, 1970), (Bode, 1983), (Sabra, 1985) and (Smith, 2006).

Figure 3: The problem of Alhazen in Kamal al-Din al-Farisi. (1309) Tanqīḥ al-manāẓir, MS private collection, with
permission of the owner.

Figure 4: Risner, F. (1572). Opticae Thesaurus Alhazeni Arabis … page 184.
Study of a convex circular mirror with center H, eye at A and object at B, four points of reflection at D, E, G and Z.
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5. Important for High School Students
A number of aspects of the problem are important for high school students. They have to learn a few things about the
history of science. After all, the names Ptolemy, Ibn al Haytham, and Da Vinci may be unknown to them, but the problems
which these scholars studied can be related to the daily experience of the students. One can make clear to the students that
optics was and still is a fascinating and even mysterious science. This science concerns phenomena such as refraction and
rainbows that were not understood for centuries until they were finally explained correctly by medieval Islamic scholars
such as al-‘Ala’ ibn Sahl, Ibn al-Haytham and Kamal al-Din al-Farisi.
Students will learn that the dissemination of scientific knowledge begins in the ancient Greek world, continues in
medieval Islamic civilization where much progress was made, and slowly entered Europe only after the tenth century,
where real progress was made in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Nowadays pupils learn a lot of algebra. It is hard
for them to imagine a mathematical world full of advanced geometry without any algebra. Algebra was also studied in the
medieval Islamic tradition and influenced the founding fathers of algebra in Europe such as François Viète (1540-1603)
and René Descartes (1596-1650). Leonardo da Vinci is important in this story too. He was not a mathematical genius, but
he found an original artistic solution to this problem of Alhazen. Finally, it is fascinating to see how Roberto Marcolongo
(1862-1943) popularized Leonardo da Vinci’s invention.

6. Ibn al-Haytham and Light Rays
Ibn al-Haytham was born in 965 in Basra in modern Iraq and died in Cairo around 1041. He wrote about many topics
in astronomy, optics, and mathematics. Ibn al-Haytham has been praised for his break- throughs in optics as he was the
first scientist who made big steps in this field since Ptolemy. Centuries later, scholars who also worked in optics, like
Johannes Kepler, Willibrord Snell, Isaac Beeckman, Thomas Harriot and Christiaan Huygens appreciated the mathematical
character of the treatises of Ibn al-Haytham and considered him an important predecessor.
According to (Smith, 2006, p. xvii) “Alhacen’s experiment (to prove the equal-angles principle) is light-years beyond
Ptolemy’s in its instrumental and conceptual sophistication’’, and he made the major step “to determine precisely where
on the surface of a convex or concave spherical mirror the radiation from a given object-point will reflect to a given
center of sight.”
Ptolemy had already discussed the problem but he had limited himself to the easy case where the eye and the source
of light are at the same distance of the center of a cylindrical mirror. The general case where the light source and eye are
not at the same distance of the center is far more difficult. Ibn al-Haytham solved it by a mix of practical experiments,
conic sections, and rigorous mathematical proofs.
The phenomenon of light and the way in which we humans observe objects with our eyes is not straightforward.
Nowadays there are plenty of textbooks and websites with educational movies, but these resources were not available in the
time of Ibn al-Haytham, who had to figure out many things on his own. Moreover, he had to go against established beliefs.
The working of the eye was still unknown, perfectly smooth mirrors were a luxury and cylindrical or spherical mirrors
were not easy to obtain. Ibn al-Haytham proposed the idea that light rays travel from an object to our eye in straight lines.
He also understood the law of reflection which states that the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. He did,
however, not yet have a complete understanding of the laws of refraction, which specify the change of direction when for
example light travels from water to air or from air to water. These rules had, however, been understood some decades earlier
by al-‘Ala’ ibn Sahl, and were independently rediscovered in Europe by Snell and Descartes in the seventeenth century.
Nazif (1942) investigated the manuscripts of Ibn al-Haytham’s Optics. He wrote an impressive commentary in Arabic.
He added figures that help us to understand what kind of experiments Ibn al-Haytham did. Professor Sezgin reprinted
Nazif’s books and he had a working setup built which was based on these drawings. He also required a video of this setup.
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Everybody can watch Sezgin’s videos on YouTube. Thanks to these videos, it is immediately clear that Islamic scholars
like Ibn al-Haytham should be praised for their contribution to the sciences.

Figure 5: Nazif (1942) al-Hasan Ibn al-Haytham Buhuthuhu wa-Kushufuhu l-Basariya.

Figure 6: Still from Sezgin’s video Apparatus for the Observation of the Reflection of Light.

Figure 7: Leonardo da Vinci wrote in mirror writing. Codex Atlanticus, folio 495r.

7. Studies
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, many authors wanted to investigate the nature of light, to explain the
phenomenon of the rainbow and to understand reflection and refraction. They also devoted time to Alhazen’s problem
for the circle. Descartes, Barrow, Huygens, Sluse, Newton, and others applied geometry and algebra to solve the problem
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or special cases of it. In the twentieth century, historians such as A.I. Sabra, M. Schramm, and A.M. Smith went back to
the roots, transcribed the Arabic or Latin sources, and tried to understand the writings of Ibn al-Haytham. In the same
centuries, mathematicians such as P. Bode and J.A. Lohne applied a mix of geometry and modern mathematics to clarify
special cases as well as the general case.

8. Leonardo da Vinci
The Museum of the History of Science and Technology in Islam displays an instrument that has been attributed to
Leonardo da Vinci for solving Alhazen’s problem for the circle. Da Vinci was a versatile man with an enormous fantasy:
an artist and an inventor. His sketchbooks are full of technical and mathematical drawings. His works are world-famous
and have been published many times. His sketchbooks are available online at http://www.leonardodigitale.com. One of
them is a manuscript which is called the Codex Atlanticus. On folio 495 recto of this manuscript, he indicated how he was
able to determine the reflection of objects in a spherical mirror by means of the drawing instrument that he had invented.

9. Marcolongo
The version of the drawing instrument of Da Vinci in the Istanbul Museum has been designed according to the analysis
by Roberto Marcolongo, an Italian professor in mathematics and classical mechanics. He wrote a lot about mechanical
instruments in general, and those invented by Leonardo da Vinci had his special interest. The figure on the previous page
displays the original drawing by Da Vinci and the figure on the next page shows the implementation by Marcolongo. There
are similarities and differences between the two figures. The implementation by Marcolongo is very useful for didactic
reasons, but we have found that he modified the original idea of Da Vinci.

Figure 8: Leonardo da Vinci Codex Atlanticus, folio 495r http://www.leonardodigitale.com/.
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Figure 9: Marcolongo (1937) Lo strumento inventato da Leonardo da Vinci per la risoluzione del problema di Alhazen.

Marcolongo’s instrument involves a rhombus, which has been introduced explicitly to ensure that the two arms of
the instrument make equal angles with the tangent to the circle (or whatever curve). In Leonardo’s idea, a more arbitrary
quadrilateral occurs. A kite-shaped figure only appears after the reflection point has been found. Marcolongo gave a
transcription of the original text by Da Vinci in the Codex Atlanticus. This text is also available on the website. In modern
English one may paraphrase the text by Da Vinci as follows:
The text (figure 10) and the drawing mention the points or angles labeled A, B, C, D, F, G, M, N, O, S and T (see figure 11).
• We want to find the angle of reflection approximately by way of an instrument.
• So assume that circle ONM is the mirror. Point A is the light source and point B is the eye. Point O is the point
where B sees the image of the light source A, and also the angular point that is desired.
• Take one strip of thin wood to represent DF. Its width is half a finger of a man. The strip has a narrow slit. Put a
needle in the center C of circle ONM, in such a way that the needle fits into the slit of strip DF.
• Join two smaller strips of the same size at the pin D. They are called BD and DS. Fix strip BD at a needle at point
B, the eye. Now BD=DS.
• Join another strip at the end of strip DS at point S. Call it SG. This strip has a slit too. Put a needle in point A in
such a way that the needle fits into the slit of SG.
• Take point G, which is the end of the strip SG and move it up and down around the pole A (the position of the light
source). At the same time, move strip DF up and down around pole C. It may take some effort to get both strips DF
and SG in the right position, in such a way that the junction of the strips is at the circle ONM. However, it takes
even more effort because point S should be on the circle around C through B.
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Figure 10: Leonardo da Vinci Codex Atlanticus, folio 495r http://www.leonardodigitale.com/.

Figure 11: Animation in GeoGebra https://www.geogebra.org/m/vyn3wmvd.

Da Vinci concludes that, due to the construction, the quadrilateral SBDO has the desired properties. The last part of
Leonardo’s argument can be explained as follows. When moving SG around A, make sure that S is always on the circle
with center C and radius CB. Because SD=DB, and B is given, the position of D and of slit CD will then be determined
by S. Call T the point of intersection of CD and GS, and O the point of intersection of CD and the circle ONM. Leonardo
continues to move SG until T and O coincide. Anyway, according to his drawing, CB equals CS, which is a very important
prerequisite to his mathematical proof.
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10. Mathematical Proof
Once by construction CB is equal to CS and BD equals DS, quadrilateral CBDS is kite-shaped. Therefore, triangles
CBD and CSD are congruent, which means that angle BDO is equal to angle SDO. Triangles OBD and OSD are also
congruent because of the equal sides (BD=DS and DT=DO) and the equal angle at D. Therefore all corresponding angles
are equal in size, which implies that angle DOB equals angle DOS. The normal FD is perpendicular to the tangent at the
spherical mirror. Therefore the angles between the tangent and OA (A is the light source) and between the tangent and
OB (B is the eye) are equal too. In conclusion, Leonardo’s construction ensures that angle O, the angle of incidence, is
equal to angle T, the angle of reflection!

11. Da Vinci versus Marcolango
Thus the Da Vinci instrument produces a kite-shaped figure, whereas Marcolongo designed an instrument including a
rhombus. Therefore we can say that Marcolongo developed a new instrument, inspired by the original ideas of Da Vinci.
Furthermore, there is another striking difference between both instruments. Da Vinci starts his construction at point B,
the point of the eye, where Marcolongo only demands that the eye is somewhere in the right slit.

12. Lesson Plan with the Instrument
Ideally, every workshop has a short introduction. Within ten minutes the participants should start working with an
instrument of their own. The cut-out and the assignments (see next page) are available as a pdf on the webpage http://
fransvanschooten.nl/alhazen.htm. We preferred Marcolongo’s implementation. We added the tangent line at the mirror. In
this way, the participants are perhaps more aware of what the instrument is doing: making sure that the angle of incidence
is equal to the angle of reflection!
With high school geometry, it is easy to prove that the construction meets the aim: the angle between the ray from the
light source and the tangent is the same as the angle between the ray from the reflection point to the eye of the observer and
the same tangent line. Assembling the instrument may require some explanation and attention. The instrument essentially
consists of the following parts: a fixed cross and a movable rhombus. In the case of a circular mirror, one axis of the cross
corresponds with the direction of a radius of the circle. The other axis corresponds with the tangent line. Crucial is the
brass fastener where the rhombus, the arms, and the axes come together. The brass fastener must lie on the edge of the
mirror. The instrument must be positioned in such a way that the brass fastener stays on the edge of the mirror, that the
eye is visible in the slot of one arm and the light source in the slot of the other arm. In the case of a circular mirror, the
other axis coincides with a radius of the circle. Now the brass fastener is at the right place: the point of reflection.
The instrument does its job for plane mirrors and all kinds of convex and concave circular, elliptical, or parabolic
mirrors. In the case of convex mirrors, the eye and the object are outside the mirror. In addition, the shaft with the slit
coincides with the radius of the circle. In large circles, the shaft points to the center. In the case of convex mirrors, the
rhombus is positioned outside the circle. The eye and the object may fall into the slits or are in the rectilinear extensions of
the slits. In the case of concave mirrors, the eye and the object are inside the mirror and the rhombus is outside the mirror.
Of course, the instrument is also suitable for a plane mirror. In that case, you move the tangent line along with the mirror
and adjust the rhombus in such a way that the eye is visible in the slit of one arm and the light source in the slit of the other
arm. In the case of an elliptical mirror, the principle of the tangent line helps to find the reflection point. However, the shaft,
the normal, does not point to the center of the ellipse any more. One needs a keen eye to make sure that the tangential axis
is positioned correctly to the curve. As noted earlier, some trial and error is necessary, but this method works much faster
than the complicated geometrical arguments of Ibn al-Haytham or even the algebra and analytic geometry of Huygens.
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Figure 12: The cut-out worksheet speaks for itself.

Figure 13: Workshop participants need one cut-out worksheet, scissors, four brass fasteners and adhesive tape to assemble
their instrument. Furthermore they need three assignment sheets, printed at A3 format.

13. Exercises
Below you see three assignments for a classroom or a workshop. In each of them, the aim is to find all reflection points
on the mirror where the eye will see the light source. Answers are available at the end of this paper.
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Figure 14: Samples of three exercises: a flat mirror, a convex mirror and a concave mirror.

14. Locus
Ibn al-Haytham already discovered that the problem may have as many as four solutions for a concave circle. He
noticed that the precise number depends on the position of the eye and the light source. With educational software for
geometry such as GeoGebra, it is possible to visualize the different solutions. The features of GeoGebra can be used to
show a relevant locus of all points at which two angles are equal. The locus will intersect the mirror in the required points
where the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. You will notice that the locus is an elegant curve, sometimes
with a nice loop.
In geometry, a locus is a collection of points that satisfy certain requirements. Here, the locus is the set of points
satisfying the condition that for a given center C, light source A and eye B, for each point L on the locus, the straight line
between the center C and the point L is a bisector of the angle formed by the straight line from the eye B to that point L
and the straight line from the light source A to that point L. Note that the radius of a specific circle is not involved. For
a specific circle with the same center C, the required reflection points are clearly the intersection points of that circle
with the locus.
A pointwise construction of the locus is easy: we will produce a point on the locus on every straight line through
the center. Choose an arbitrary straight line through the center, mirror the point of the light source in that straight
line, draw a second straight line between that mirrored point and the point of the eye and extend it to intersect the
first straight line through the center; the point of intersection is one point of the locus. At the point of intersection,
the straight line through the center bisects the two straight lines to the eye and the light source. Now, the locus is
the set of these intersection points for all lines through the center. Each of them satisfies the condition that the two
above-mentioned angles are equal. If the locus is intersected by a circle with the same center, the angles of incidence
and reflection are equal.
It is a lot of work to produce the entire locus point by point by hand, but tools like GeoGebra are very helpful. Dynamically,
one may change the points of the eye or the light source or the center of the circle and instantaneously GeoGebra updates
the locus. If the radius of the circle is specified, the reflection points are also produced instantaneously.

15. Geogebra Animation
A GeoGebra animation is freely available for teachers and students at my website http://fransvanschooten.nl/alhazen.
htm. You may select a kind of mirror (linear, circular, elliptical, or parabolic), position the eye and the light source. You
may investigate the locus for circular mirrors, ask for the instrument and try to find all solutions. You may move the
point of the end of the radius over the circle and view the trace of the locus. Its track may become a beautiful figure with
a loop. Soon it becomes clear that there are at least two and at most four solutions. Below you see three examples of the
construction of a point on the locus for three different configurations.
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Figure 15: Samples of three different exercises and their locus.

In the left example, the locus is a curve with a loop which cuts the circular mirror four times. That means that in those
four points the eye will see the light source. The example in the middle shows a curve which looks wilder, but there are
only two possible solutions. In the example on the right, you see a smaller loop. In this case, there are only two points
where the eye sees the light source in the mirror.
So far, only the points of the first reflection are considered. In real life, the light source might be reflected multiple
times. To put it in terms of billiards: the cue ball might touch the billiard rail multiple times before it hits the object ball.

16. Solution of the Second Exercise
Below you will find the solutions for the assignment on the concave circular mirror. The curve of the locus already
reveals that there are four solutions, but with the light rays displayed in each of them, people will be more convinced that
the angle of incidence is indeed equal to the angle of reflection.
In case of this circular mirror, this position of the eye and this position of the light source, there are four solutions,
each of them is at the intersection of the locus and the circle.

Figure 16: Sample of a circular mirror with four reflection points, being the intersection points of locus and mirror.
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17. Mathematical Remarks
At the beginning of this paper, the reflection problem was expressed in four different wordings. One of them was
about minimizing distances. A swimmer observing the rule that he has to touch the edge of the swimming pool before
picking up the ball would say: given my position and the position of the ball, where should I touch the edge to minimize
my swimming distance? In the above example, only one of these four points has a true minimal distance, the other one is
a local minimum and the other two points are local maxima.

Discusssion and Conclusion
Leonardo da Vinci, a true artist, would be satisfied with this result. Ibn al-Haytham and Huygens, two mathematicians,
would have demanded a real mathematical proof. They preferred constructions in which the reflection points would
be determined exactly instead of by trial and error. They longed for solid mathematical proofs in the traditional Greek
geometrical way of reasoning.
For most high school students, the level of the mathematics of Ibn al-Haytham and Huygens is too ambitious, but
working with a cut-out model of the instruments proposed by Leonardo da Vinci or Roberto Marcolongo will be appealing.
The students will certainly be surprised by the fact that there might be four solutions. Advanced students may also work
on the geometry of bisectors and loci. Using tools like GeoGebra, they can produce the locus themselves. Other students
may prefer to investigate the ready-made animation. In any case, all students will become familiar with a problem that
occupied some of the best minds of the Islamic and European traditions. At the end of the workshop, all students will have
a better understanding of the mathematical complexity of optics and of the importance of the Arabic-Islamic contribution
to modern science and technology.

WWW, GeoGebra and YouTube
A comprehensive list of sources is available at my website http://fransvanschooten.nl/alhazen.htm.
Leonardo’s Codex Atlanticus is available at http://www.leonardodigitale.com.
Animations in GeoGebra and YouTube videos are available:
•

Ibn al-Haytham : See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BPIChM4o1I

•

Leonardo da Vinci : See https://www.geogebra.org/m/vyn3wmvd

•

Marcolongo : See https://www.geogebra.org/m/dYH6KqcN
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